'ving Special Events

dium game, the "sport
concept" enables develwners to capture funding
to bu
e facility. This is wonderful
until they sign John "Over the Hill"
Smith for $2.5 billion and they need
to generate additional revenue to
cover his salary. Even on the municipal level you have the sport specific
youth fields for baseball being booked
for softball games and miniature soccer events.
The entire special-event concept
boils down to money. Facilities are

There are several options available
to the city governments and facilities

"Based on the field
size and location
you should break
down the facility in
"tasks" that will
allow you to create
standard operating
procedures."
that plan or need to go down the path
of increasing events at a facility.
Planning
The key to the development of a
multi-use facility is planning. First
and foremost you must determine the
venue usage. Coordinate the key players and champions of the plan objectives, then determine the following
goals of the facility:

* Who is going to use it?
* Community use, collegiate

• Early Green-Up
• Enhanced Germination
• Winter Kill Protection
• New Fields & Overseeding
PHONE: 800·455·3392
EMAIL: trnsgl@aol.com

use or
professional use-or all of the above?
* Which sports will be the anchor
for the venue?
* What are the capacities of the
stadiurn/building? Seating? Parking?
* Are you phasing or planning for
growth? Year-round usage?
* Clinics? Camps? Tournaments?
Concerts? Tractor pulls?
* Is there a budget?
* Site issues and location?
Once you have determined
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objectives, you can then create the outline of what type of field you need for
use. These objectives will be ongoing
as the plan develops, and may include
the following:

* What are the access points onto
the field?
* What is the best turf and subsoil
for the venue?
* Determine length of event season
then subtract potential event dates. Is
this enough time for maintenance?
* Will I need to use field covering,
and if so, what are the dimensions of
potential field setups?
Maintenance and Operations
Based on the field size and location
you should break down the facility in
"tasks" that will allow you to create
standard operating procedures. These
procedures allow you to schedule
maintenance at the facility utilizing a
format that separates event maintenance from routine maintenance.

After completing the maintenance
needs as they relate to total headcount, you will be simultaneously creating a list of equipment to keep the
facility managed at a certain level.
The budget outline can then be determined and calculated to establish capital equipment needs.
By following these simple procedures and suggestions you will be able
to start your quest for a new facility
that will withstand the pressures of
players' and owners' use requirements.
Through the development your role is
to keep the "reality" in place during the
design. The design of a facility is one
of the last issues of concern outside of
building it and using it. The above
general steps will in turn assist you
with developing the specifications that
best suit your needs.
As our industry grows and expands
into other venues responsible for growing grass or managing fields we will be
on a path that will allow us to adapt to
our future. As we adapt to change in

use of our facilities we are only making
them better in the long run.
If you are short on funds for renovations and improvements, a great
way to protect your field is through the
use of special floor coverings developed
for turf, such as Forum Floor,
Portafloor, terraplast and Sportcourts.
These can be rented or purchased, and
each provides various levels of turf
protection for the special event.
The last and most important issue
in handling the dreaded special event
is attitude. Approach management in
a positive way and explain your concerns through positive dialog. There
are numerous ways to keep your field
safe if you keep an open mind and concentrate on a solution on how to make
it work.
L. Murray Cook is president-elect of
the STMA and serves as President of
Ballpark Services, LLC.

Drive Home Superb
Field Striping
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut from 1/2 - 2 height of turf, 25 width
Built-in back lapping device
Handles Northern and Southern grasses
Full metal rear-drive split roller system
Front throw with polyethylene basket
6 and 8 blade reel option
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COMPANY.

INC.

4771 Arroyo Vista #C
Livermore, CA 94550
(925) 443-5253

2309 Lexington St
Sacramento, CA 95815
(916) 927-3824

6678 Avenue 304 #A
Visalia, CA 93291
Fax:(559) 651-0675

Reno
Fax:(775) 267-9382
NATIONAL'" is a Registered Trademark of National Mower Company

Nothing makes sports turf look better than a National. The Best Price. The Best Cutting.
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